Ljubljana Forum is an annual gathering that combines knowledge and experience of city governance and defines key areas,
visions and strategies of the future development of cities. The
objectives of the Forum are to connect, enable and encourage
good practice cases and concrete cooperation among different
stakeholders.
The Ljubljana Forum is an excellent opportunity to strengthen
co-operation for better performance of cities and regions in
Europe and worldwide and to present industry solutions for
cities.

www.ljubljanaforum.org

AAMI International Corporation is a business group of several
brands and legal entities, which are managed by one board:
Institute Atelje Art Murn International (with branches in Ljubljana,
Prague, London and Hong Kong), company Mega-Graf d.o.o.
for art, graphic and printing services, private business Botticelli
Club, public cultural Salvador Club, newspaper AAMI Times,
ART Expo Ljubljana, AAMI Foundation and MGM International
Business.
The business group has activities in Slovenia, Italy, Austria,
Hungary, Czech Republic, Netherlands, Spain, United Kingdom,
Turkey, Russia, United Arab Emirates, India, China and other
countries.

www.aamicorporation.com

For additional information:
T +386 1 810 9193
info@aamicorporation.com

ART EXHIBITION
POWERED BY

Domen Logzy
www.domenlogzyart.com
domenlogar@aim.com

Igor Nemec
FB / @igornemec.paintings
igornemec777@gmail.com
Ljubljana Forum focuses on future
development of cities and I personally
believe that combining that urban development with cultural input is very
important. This is why we have invited
AAMI for the third time already to enrich
this networking event with an exhibition
of Slovenian artists. For me, being the
organizer of the event, it is crucial that
the participants feel pleasant and enjoy
in the surrounding where the gathering
is being held. Thanks to AAMI, I am
convinced that also this year this will be
the case.

Kora Corina Art
Instagram / @koracorinaart
modra.strupi@gmail.com

Dejan Kobilica
FB / @dejankobilica
dejan.kobilica@gmail.com

Dr. Iztok Retar - Atelje ARTRETAR
www.artretar.com
Instagram / @artretar

Milena Šimunič
FB / @simunicmilena

Blaž Golob

milena.simunic@gmail.com

Chairman / Ljubljana Forum

Razzak Jubayer
I am very proud of the fact that AAMI
has an opportunity to participate in such
a innovative and breakthrough gathering by setting up an art exhibition of
prospering AAMI artists. Urban development has much to do with culture, and
therefore Ljubljana Forum offers us new
possibilities for cultural development
not only in Ljubljana, but also in other
cities around the globe. The participants
will definitely enjoy the event being
surrounded by wonderful artworks of
Slovenian painters.

FB / @razzakjubayer
T / +386 51 270 460

Alja Zevnik
FB / @aljazevnik
alja.zevnik@gmail.com

Svitlana Ryabishchuk
FB / Svitlana Ryabishchuk
svitlana8925@gmail.com

Rok Korenčan
FB / @rokkorencan

Miha Murn

korencan.rok@gmail.com

President / AAMI Corporation

Michael Gregorjev Murn
www.aamicorporation.com
info@institute-aami.com

The BTC Company is one of the leading commercial property
development companies in the region. Under the brand name
BTC City, it manages one of the largest business, shopping,
entertainment, recreational, and cultural centers in Europe, located in Ljubljana, the capital of Slovenia. Additionally, it also
manages two shopping centers in Novo mesto and Murska
Sobota, and provides first-class property management services for the largest Slovenian clients in the commercial real
estate service sector. The BTC Company also runs a logistics
service business unit, which holds the leading market position
in FMCG logistics in Slovenia. Recently, the BTC Company
established many new international business partnerships
within its BTC Living Lab platform, which enables Industry 4.0
and Society 5.0 promising solutions to be tested and further
developed in a real testing environment.
The promotion of culture in Slovenia is the common goal of the
BTC Company and the AAMI Corporation. In striving towards
the same goal, the BTC Company supports the Corporation,
which creates opportunities for the expansion of artistic activities and projects in the fields of culture and art in Slovenia,
and makes it possible for artists to connect with foreign cultural centres. In addition, the AAMI Corporation consults and
aids in purchasing artworks; a constituent part of their activity
is also raising awareness and educating the broader public
about the arts.

